
BRUSHLESS DD MOTOR & SUCTION INDUCTION 

AUTO SLIGHTLY OILING TABLE STYLE THREAD 

TRIMMER MACHINE

GT22-12

FEATHERS:

·Use Brushless suction motor, Long time use 

without maintenance；

·Use auto induction system, auto stand by when 

thread trimming work is paused, avoid 

frequently start or shut up thread trimmer, 

reduce mechanical wear；

·Use auto slightly oiling system, auto spray oil to 

the blade teeth timely, reduce working 

procedure and avoid bespatter garment by 

manual, perfectly protect blade；

Technical Parameter:

Voltage 

Power 

Frequency 

Revolution 

 220V

180W～430W

 50/60HZ

2850～3450RPM

Auto 
Slightly Oiling

Brushless Suction motor

Carbon Brush Suction motor

(Save electricity, safety, long life,
10000 hours of free maintenance)

Direct Drive motor

 HIGH SPEED THREAD 

TRIMMING MACHINES

No Flexible



 HIGH SPEED THREAD 

TRIMMING MACHINES

TABLE STYLE  BRUSHLESS 

DIRECT DRIVE & SUCTION 

AUTO SLIGHTLY OILING 

PORTABLE THREAD TRIMMER

GT26-12

FEATHERS:

 ·Use Brushless clipper and suction 

motor, completely change the 

traditional flexible shaft 

transmission system, the 

mechanical transmission efficiency 

can be improved greatly and non-

maintenance；

·Use auto induction system, auto 

stand by when thread trimming 

work is paused, avoid frequently 

start or shut up thread trimmer, 

reduce mechanical wear；

·Use auto slightly oiling system, auto 

spray oil to the blade teeth timely, 

reduce working procedure and 

avoid bespatter garment by 

manual, perfectly protect blade；

Technical Parameter:

Voltage 

Power 

Frequency 

Revolution 

 220V

180W～430W

 50/60HZ

2850～3450RPM

No Flexible

Grand DD Motor

Automatic trimming, applicable to 

knit clothes (children's clothes, 

underwear, T-shirt), Denim clothes 

(shirt, western-style trousers, jeans) 

etc, specially applicable to clothes 

with many ends of thread; easy to 

move, suitable for department of 

division of labor in large and small 

manufacturers.

Grand Brushless 
SuctionMotor

Save electricity, 
safety, long life,
10000 hours of 

free maintenance

Auto Slightly 
oiling



 HIGH SPEED THREAD 

TRIMMING MACHINES

DD MOTOR DIRECT DRIVE & BRUSHLESS

SUCTION INDUCTION MOVABLE STYLE 

THREAD TRIMMER MACHINE

T20E-BL

Technical Parameter:

Voltage 

Power 

Frequency 

Revolution 

 220V

180W～430W

 50/60HZ

2850～3450RPM

Brushless Suction motor

Carbon Brush Suction motor

(Save electricity, safety, long life,
10000 hours of free maintenance)

FEATHERS:

 1. Absolutely guarantee the consistency of high-quality products, will not cut clothes, and will not cut overlock stitches and 

stretch stitches, creating a perfect cutting effect.

2. Integrate the thread cutting and suction process into one, there is no leftover and end of the thread, ensuring clean clothing 

and working environment, purifying the air, and benefiting the health of workers.

3. The traditional manual thread trimming is upgraded to mechanization and simplification, which greatly improves the efficiency 

of thread trimming and easy maintenance.

4. Adjustable suction volume scale. Adjust the suction volume scale and replace the blade, which can be used for different 

fabrics.

Automatic trimming, applicable to knit clothes (children's 

clothes, underwear, T-shirt), Denim clothes (shirt, western-

style trousers, jeans) etc, specially applicable to clothes with 

many ends of thread; easy to move, suitable for department 

of division of labor in large and small manufacturers.
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